Kirby Lester KL1Plus

Upgrade (v10.0.8 or later)

Improve Your Inventory, Tracking, Operating Platform, Storage, and RAM

Your Kirby Lester KL1Plus is the most powerful, versatile tool in your pharmacy. Now, make it even more essential by upgrading to the latest version of hardware/firmware/software. Your KL1Plus will receive multiple enhancements.

1. New operating system (Windows 10)
2. Upgraded memory (8GB RAM)
3. Upgraded storage (64GB SSD mSATA)
4. Fingerprint scanner for user & time tracking
5. Latest KL1Plus software
   • v10.0.8 or later
   • Controlled medication inventory functionality (electronic C-II log)
   • Field-level encryption of PHI
   • * Elsevier medication information database (1-year subscription included; subsequent years just $195)
6. 12-step KL1Plus comprehensive inspection, which includes:
   • Thorough interior & exterior cleaning
   • Repair components that do not meet specifications
   • Perform extensive count-accuracy testing
   • Complete diagnostics

NOTE: All you pharmacy’s historical & archived data will be transferred safely during the upgrade.

Is your KL1Plus eligible for upgrade?

Yes
Your device has a 7” touchscreen and clear top funnel.

No
Your device has a 5” touchscreen and opaque top funnel. Call 800.641.3961 to ask about a low-cost trade-in to the latest KL1Plus.

Not sure? Contact us with your serial number. See silver plate on the device’s right side.

Contact Capsa’s Kirby Lester Service 800.243.2465 or TechSupport@CapsaHealthcare.com

* As of August 2019, KL1Plus devices will use the Elsevier drug image database. Older devices that are not upgraded to v10.0.8 will no longer be able to subscribe to annual drug image updates.
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